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Pyknons

Greek adj. serried, dense, frequent
Motifs in transcribed areas with 

multiplicities above what is expected by 
chance

Present in almost all known human genes
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Pattern discovery

TEIRESIAS pattern discovery tool
Search in intergenic and intronic DNA and 

reverse complement
L = 16+ nt
min 40 times in genome
Pinit = 66 million patterns
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Nongenic regions
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Patterns in UTR and CR

Generating and filtering pyknon collection:
Occurs at least once in genic regions
No collisions/overlaps with other patterns
Longer and more frequent patterns preferred
PCR = 12267

P3’UTR = 54396

P5’UTR = 67544

PCR U P3’UTR U P5’UTR = 127998 pyknons
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Properties

16000 transcripts contain at least 4 
pyknons, 2200 contain 20 or more.

Combinatory arrangement, mosaic.
Preferred distances between adjacent 

pyknons 18, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31 nt
Associated with specific biological 

processes (Gene Ontology db)
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Combinatory arrangement 8
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Relation to microRNAs

Possibly linked to PTGS – post 
transcriptional gene silencing – 30% of 
pyknons may form hairpins in introns

120184 pyknons are at least 70% similar 
to known miRNAs

Related to 8-mer motifs in human, 
mouse, rat and dog 3’UTRs (overlap 
with 56 of 72 known motifs)

Distinct from ultraconserved elements
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Cross-species conservation
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Cross-species conservation
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Conclusion
Links between coding and non-coding 

sequences in human genome
Pyknons enriched in UTR
Placement is not accidental and likely serves a 

specific purpose
Pyknon instances could be binding sites for 

small RNAs
Human pyknons in other organisms show 

enrichment in same types of genes yet are 
not the result of syntenic conservation

Dynamic view of genome, controlled response 
to environmental changes
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Repeats

1% of 127988 pyknons occurs exclusively 
inside repeat elements

79 pyknons never occur in repeat regions
98,9% occur both in repeat elements and 

in repeat-free regions
~40% have most instances in repeat-free 

regions
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“Classically is expected that single 
instance of miRNA regulates a set of 
transcripts ... In contrast each pyknon 
is found more frequently in nongenic 
positions rather than inside transcripts”
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